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- Build a Variety of Tiny Houses - Buy and Sell Beehives - Buy and Sell Equipment - Upgrade your hives - Upgrade Equipment - Build House Delivery Trucks - Buy and Sell Goods and Products - Compete in different Locations - Make Money from Honey Sales - Quality of Items varies - Unlock new hives as
you progress Game End Info: HUMANITY, VITALITY and SCIENCE DONT GET ANY BETTER THAN THESE 3 SEQUENCE! The game will be updated regularly with new hives and new items and features. Stay Tuned! Visit our Website for more: Facebook: Twitter: And don't forget to Subscribe: MORE BOSS
BEEK: How I Manage A Colony of Bees: Our "How To" Videos: Official Website: BossBeek.com Conor or “Master Beekeeper” Cieran is a full time beekeeper and the owner of Boss Beek. He and his brothers have been keeping bees since they were young. He’s also a BA in marketing and advertising and a
sociology graduate, and has been interested in the interaction of humans with other species. So be prepared for lots of fast-paced carpentering and see how the awesome hives beehive and colonies work! Honey is bee’s only source of nourishment to fuel its energy. Once the honey is extracted from the
comb, it should be put in a tin or jar and provided in the coldest environment possible, so that it can be stored successfully. Get this game for FREE on the App Store: The game is very simple, but will require you to master all the important skills that are required to bee a successful beekeeper. Your goal
is to collect bee eggs from different types of hive. This is to increase your hives' productivity and the

Features Key:
Prefabs for the dynamic collection of the graphics in the levels
One class to start with the implementation in Mono Dll
Support every platform (including Windows Phone)
The battery consumption of the app is reduced

Screenshots : 
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